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Abstract
We investigate how third‐party punishers and potential violators decide under evidentiary
uncertainty in a take game. In line with the legal requirement and in contrast to economic
models, neither the sanction nor the harm level affects the punishment probability, but the
quality of evidence does have an impact. In our experimental setup, potential violators’
decisions are strongly influenced by the expected punishment probability but not by the
level of the sanction.
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1. Introduction
When deciding whether to convict a criminal suspect, legal decision‐makers ask for proof
beyond a reasonable doubt.3 The famous ratio first formulated by Blackstone (1769)—better
that ten guilty persons escape, than that one innocent suffer—is often referred to in this
context (see, e.g., Epps 2015). This standard of proof does not vary with the aspects of the
case; instead, it is solely concerned with the quality of the evidence. For example, jury
instructions in New York State refer to the absence of any reasonable doubt, concerning the
existence of any element of the crime or the defendant’s identity as the person who
committed the crime (NY Courts 2015), without asking jury members to see the quality of
the evidence in light of the circumstances of the case including the severity of the criminal
act or the punishment applied in the event of a conviction. However, from an economic
point of view, the evidence required by a legal decision‐maker for convicting a criminal
defendant might well be tailored to the case at hand. Andreoni (1991) provides a theory in
which decision‐makers choose between convicting a suspect or not under evidentiary
uncertainty about the suspect’s guilt, knowing the fixed sanction in the event of a conviction
and the harm level of the criminal act. He establishes that the standard of proof is increasing
in the sanction and decreasing in the harm level. This results because a higher sanction
increases the decision‐maker’s intrinsic costs of wrongful convictions (i.e., a legal error of
type I), while higher harm makes wrongful acquittals more costly (i.e., a legal error of type
II). As a result of the implied change in the standard of proof, the probability of wrongful
convictions should decrease in the sanction and increase in the harm level, whereas the
probability of wrongful acquittals should increase in the sanction and decrease in the harm
level. Moreover, the implied change in the standard of proof influences the level of
deterrence. Andreoni’s contribution is the impetus for our experimental investigation. We
explore the interaction between evidentiary uncertainty and the sanction level for acts of
varying severity regarding the standard of proof required by decision makers. In doing so,
we respond to Miceli (2009) who notes the lack of evidence on how (legal) decision‐makers
actually interpret reasonable doubt, i.e., more closely aligned with either the legal
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The “beyond a reasonable doubt” standard is a constitutional requirement (see, e.g., Pollock 2012), asserted
by the Supreme Court, for example in the case In re Winship (In re Winship, 397 U.S. 358, 90 S. Ct. 1068, 25 L.
Ed. 2d 368 (1970)).
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understanding (as exemplified by the jury instructions above) or the economic one (as
formalized by Andreoni, for instance).

Analyzing data from a laboratory experiment, this paper presents results on how third‐party
punishers deal with evidentiary uncertainty in a take game when the aspects of the case
vary. We consider two sanction and two harm levels in a 2x2 between‐subject design. We
are interested in the implications of the aspects of the case for the likelihood of legal errors,
the individual punishment decision, and the frequency of takings. By relying on
experimental data, we can control other influences apart from that of the sanction and the
harm level and track judicial decisions as actual legal errors.

All adjudicative procedures must deal with the possibility of errors, making the research at
hand practically relevant to a large number of settings. It may be expected that the issue of
interpreting a standard of proof gets particularly important when laymen are assigned the
task of deciding cases as is true, for example, in criminal jury cases in the USA. Our focus on
the decision of a third party, whether or not to impose a given sanction, is all the more
practically relevant in settings in which the court’s discretion, with regard to the level of the
sanction, is seriously restricted as is the case for judicial decision‐makers under sentencing
guidelines in the USA (e.g., Miceli 2008, Schanzenbach and Tiller 2007). Moreover,
standards of proof are set in other contexts as well, for example, when standards are set for
promotion and employee discipline in the internal organization of a firm or when defect
rates are determined for rejection of a supplier’s shipment (Kaplow 2011).

The theoretical literature on standards of proof is quite extensive (see, e.g., Davis 1994,
Friedman and Wickelgren 2006, Kaplow 2011, Lando 2009, Miceli 1990, Mungan 2011,
Ognedal 2005, Rizzollo and Saraceno 2013, Rubinfeld and Sappington 1987, Yilankaya 2003).
In some treatises (e.g., Rubinfeld and Sappington 1989), the standard of proof and the
penalty are both considered as the court’s policy instruments. The aspect that we revisit
using data from the laboratory—namely, how decisions regarding whether to convict or not
are influenced by the level of the sanction and the level of harm in the presence of
evidentiary uncertainty—is theoretically analyzed in Andreoni (1991), as described before,
and the closely related contribution by Feess and Wohlschlegel (2009). The latter establish,
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inter alia, that the deterrence‐maximizing sanction might be increasing with the quality of
the legal system (quality of information).4

Empirically, the effect of evidentiary uncertainty has been studied in voluntary contribution
mechanism (VCM) experiments (Ambrus and Greiner 2012, Grechenig et al. 2010). In
contrast to our setup, individuals who decide on punishment usually take part in the VCM as
well. For example, Grechenig et al. (2010) find that people punish extensively despite
evidentiary uncertainty and that a deterioration in evidentiary quality sometimes even
increases punishment. This is at odds with our results for third‐party punishment. Obviously,
third‐party punishment is more relevant to our interests when compared to peer
punishment. Rizzolli and Stanca (2012) consider a take game and study how exogenously
imposed legal errors influence deterrence (i.e., focus on how errors influence potential
offenders and disregard the source and the severity of legal errors). Sonnemans and van Dijk
(2012) are interested in judicial decisions when there is a possibility of legal error. In their
design, subjects were asked to identify the correct decision in 30 abstract cases, being given
the prior probability of guilt of one half and the outcome of an investigation (which is
eitherincriminating, exonerating or neutral). Sonnemans and van Dijk (2012) are interested
in how subjects process the information available and how they arrive at verdicts, finding
that indeed a great number of people use the information provided rationally but may not
acquire the optimal amount of information. Our analysis is complementary in that we
consider how the standard of proof required for conviction is influenced by aspects of the
case at hand, namely the level of harm and the level of the sanction. There are also a
number of key differences in the experimental design because judicial decision‐makers in
our setting decide without preset priors and with the knowledge that their verdict has
payoff consequences for other experimental subjects. Van Dijk et al. (2014) consider the
distinction between individual decision‐makers and groups when it comes to judicial error,
finding that group decisions tend to reduce the occurrence of legal errors.

Most closely related to our research question about how evidentiary uncertainty interacts
with the sanction and harm level regarding the standard of proof is Feess et al. (2014) who
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See Lando (2005) for a related contribution about the size of the sanction and the quality of the evidence.
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conduct a study designed and implemented independently from ours. In fact, Feess et al.
and the present work are the only contributions in which the risk of legal errors depends
endogenously on the behavior of potential violators—practically speaking, the most
relevant scenario. Our paper is complementary to Feess et al. due to important differences
in experimental design (to be explained at the end of Section 2.1).

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the design of our
experiment and the data collected. Section 3 portrays our results from analyzing the
experimental data. Section 4 concludes.

2. Experimental design and data
2.1 Experimental design
In our experiment, subjects were endowed with 20 points each (1 point = 40 Euro cents),
and three subjects, assigned to different roles (A, B, and C), formed a group.5 In brief, our
main experiment included the following three stages (which are explained in detail below):
In stage 1, player A had to decide whether or not to take points from player B in order to
increase his/her payoff. In stage 2, player C received a noisy signal about player A’s choice
and had to decide whether or not to deduct points from player A; this punishment had no
influence on player C’s material payoffs. Player B remained passive in stages 1 and 2. In
stage 3, beliefs were elicited from all participants about both the taking and punishment
probability. After the main experiment, participants took part in a risk elicitation procedure
(Holt and Laury 2002) and filled out a questionnaire.

We considered two treatment dimensions in our 2x2 design: the harm h created by player
A’s taking of points from player B may be either high or low,
player C may impose on player A may be either high or low,
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The instructions for the participants may be found in the Supplementary Material.
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Next, w
we describe the three stages
s
of ouur main experiment in more detaiil. In stage 1,
1 player
A could
d take h poin
nts from plaayer B to reeceive 5 poiints.6 The le
evel of h is m
meant to re
epresent
the extternal cost of player A’s taking which may be either high (h=220) or low (h=10).
Howeveer, the level of harm always exceeeds player A’s
A private gain by a w
wide margin
n, clearly
conveyiing that takking should be seen ass a norm in
nfraction. Player A knoows that the
e choice
betweeen taking an
nd not takin
ng points froom player B influencess the signal received by player
C in staage 2. Morre preciselyy, in stage 2, player C learned the color off a ball wh
hich was
random
mly drawn out
o of urn BLACK
B
whenn player A took
t
points from playeer B and ou
ut of urn
WHITE otherwise. The probability that tthe draw was
w a black ball was weeakly greate
er when
player A actually took
t
pointss from playyer B in com
mparison to
o when pla yer A did not
n take
points. We distingguished six different uurn compositions as displayed
d
inn Table 1, thereby
ayer C. Urnn composition (1)
varying the informativenesss of the siignal receivved by pla
represeents the casse of a signal that alloows to inferr player A’s choice wit hout error (a black
ball imp
plies that player A too
ok points froom player B and a wh
hite ball est ablished player A’s
innocen
nce). The signal’s precision is deccreasing in the
t number of the urnn composition. The
signal iss still inform
mative for urn
u compossitions (2) to
o (5). Urn compositionn (6) represe
ents the
case off a complettely uninformative siggnal. Knowing these fa
acts, each player A in
ndicated
his/her decision ab
bout taking for each off the possib
ble urn com
mbinations ((1) to (6) where we
made u
use of the strategy method
m
(Sel ten 1967). Because we
w are interrested in decision‐
d
making when therre is an info
ormative siggnal, we did not include urn com
mposition (6
6) in our
data an
nalysis; however, it was includded in the instruction
ns to makke them eaasier to
understtand.

Ta
able 1: BLACK and WHITE urn compositio
ons
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We relyy on the take game to bringg norm violatiions into the lab (as in, e.g.., Falk and Fisschbacher 200
02, Rizzolli
and Stanca 2012, Schilldberg‐Hörisch and Strassm
mair 2012).
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In stage 2, player C could punish player A at no personal material cost by subtracting s
points from player A’s payoff. The level of the sanction may either be low (s = 10) or high (s
= 20). However, the level of the sanction always exceeds player A’s private gain from taking
(that is fixed at 5 points). Player C had to decide whether to punish or not based on the
information inferred from the signal about player A’s choice (that is, the color of the ball
drawn) and own priors. Player C chose between no punishment and punishment contingent
on the color of the ball for all six urn compositions, implying a total of 12 decisions; one
decision for every possible combination of color of the ball (black or white) and urn
composition, where we again made use of the strategy method.

In stage 3, subjects stated their (incentivized) beliefs regarding how many players A outside
of their group took points and how many players C assigned punishment for each
contingency. For each correct belief, subjects earned 4 points. In other words, we do not
present priors as Sonneman and van Dijk (2012), for example, as it is impossible in our
design given that infractions are determined by players A themselves. Nevertheless, by
adding the third stage, we have information about the subjects’ priors which is critical for
understanding their decision‐making. As stated above, Players B do not make decisions in
stages 1 and 2 but state their beliefs in stage 3.

After having explained our experimental design in detail, we now briefly relate it to the
design used by Feess et al. (2014). A key difference is that Feess et al. consider within‐
subject variation with regard to the level of the sanction, which may draw subjects’
attention to this key variable, and do not incorporate variation with respect to the external
costs of the act.7 Importantly, we elicit beliefs about the a priori violation probability and
about the expected punishment probability, allowing us to include these variables in our
empirical analysis. In addition, the violation considered by Feess et al. consisted of reducing
a donation to a charity, and they allowed all subjects to participate as both potential
violators and judges. In our design, subjects participated in only one role in order to limit
empathy effects (i.e., third‐party punishers being lenient on takers). Indeed, the low level of
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Feess et al. (2014) incorporate three different sanction levels but do not consider a variation in the harm level
due to the act (in contrast to our 2x2 setup).
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punishment in Feess et al. (2014) is consistent with this possibility. We will relate our
findings to their results below.

2.2 Implementation and data
In total, 504 subjects (mean age 24, 56 % female) participated in our experiment at the
University of Bonn which was computerized using zTree (Fischbacher 2007). ORSEE (Greiner
2003) was used for recruitment. Data was collected from June to October 2014. The 504
subjects formed 168 groups. We analyzed data from 55 groups for treatment (s=10, h=10),
51 for the case in which (s=20, h=10), 32 for (s=10, h=20), and 30 for treatment (s=20, h=20).

The experiment was a stand‐alone one (i.e., not preceded by any other experiment) and
concluded by a long questionnaire. Payoffs were assessed as follows: first, one urn
composition was drawn randomly; next, player A’s decision for that composition was
implemented which determined whether urn BLACK or urn WHITE was relevant; next, the
color of the ball was determined by a draw of nature according to the composition of the
relevant urn (either BLACK or WHITE) and the decision of player C (either punish or not
punish) was implemented. In addition, subjects received payments for correct beliefs in
stage 3 and the subsequent risk elicitation procedure. Answering the questionnaire was
rewarded with an additional 20 points. On average, participants earned €18.05 in the
experiment, which—due to the long questionnaire after the experiment—lasted in total an
average of 80 minutes.

Table 2 presents the summary statistics of the data we use in our analysis. Concentrating on
urn compositions (1) to (5), we observe 5 taking decisions by players A (which gives a total
of 168 x 5 = 840) and 10 punishment decisions by players C (5 for a black ball, 5 for a white
one).8

8

In our analysis, we do not use the information on players B which is therefore not reported in Table 2.
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Table 22: Summaryy of data

Players A took poiints from players B in 41.2 % of the
t cases. Players
P
C puunished plaayer A in
64.8 % of the casees in which a black balll was drawn
n and in 17.7 % of casees in which a white
ball wass drawn. Fin
ne high (Ha
arm high) iss a treatmen
nt dummy variable
v
whhich takes th
he value
of one if s = 20 (h = 20). We
W aggregatte the inforrmation on the urn coompositions in the
dummyy variable High
H
precisiion which ttakes the value
v
one when
w
the uurn composition is
either ((1) or (2) an
nd zero oth
herwise. Beeliefs of playyers C (playyers A) aboout the beh
havior of
player A (player C)) are taken from the annswers to th
he question
n of “How m
many of the
e players
A (C) in
n this sessio
on but not in
i your gro up decided
d to take po
oints (punis h in the evvent of a
black / white ball))” which ind
dividuals annswered in stage 3 of the experi ment. As expected
e
he probability of punisshment indicates a hig
gher averagge value forr a black
the belief about th
than a white ball. Players C expect
e
an aaverage takking rate of 48.3 %. Thhe measure
e of Risk
aversion
n results fro
om an elicittation proceedure as in Holt and La
aury (2002) with highe
er values
9

indicating a higher degree of risk aversion (i.e. Risk aversion is the number of risk‐averse
choices in the Holt and Laury procedure). Male is a dummy variable indicating male subjects
Finally, we calculated values for the probabilities of legal errors given the decisions taken by
players A and C. Players A decided to take points from player B in 346 cases. The probability
that player A remained unpunished in these cases (legal error of type II) is 47.4 %.9 Players A
decided against taking in the remaining 494 cases. For these cases, the probability that
player A nevertheless received punishment (legal error of type I) is on average 22.3 %.10

3. Results
The share of players C who punished players A in the four different treatments is shown in
Figure 1. The averages indicated by the blue bars for the case that a black ball was drawn
and the red bars for the case that a white ball was drawn suggest that the share of players C
who punish decreases when the level of the sanction is raised and the level of harm is fixed
at 10, whereas it seems to be rather the other way around when the level of harm is 20.
When we hold the level of the sanction fixed at 20, the average share of players C who
punish seems to increase with the level of harm. The share of taking (green bar) was the
highest in treatment (s=10, h=10), very similar in (s=20, h=10) and (s=20, h=20), and the
lowest in (s=10, h=20).

9

If player A decided to take points from player B, the probability of a legal error of type II is calculated as (1‐
Punish black) x Number of black balls in urn BLACK/10 + (1‐ Punish white) x Number of white balls in urn
BLACK/10, where Punish black and Punish white describe the decisions by player C and each urn contains 10
balls. Likewise, if player A decided against taking points, the probability of a legal error of type I results as
Punish black x Number of black balls in urn WHITE/10 + Punish white x Number of white balls in urn WHITE
/10.
10
In our data, 24 of the 168 players C decided never to punish player A. In the subsequent questionnaire,
several of them stated that their reluctance to punish was due to the fact that punishment had no effect on
their own payoffs or that ex post punishment could not alter player A’s choice.
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Figure 1: Average share of punishers when the ball was black (blue bar) or white (red bar); average share of
takers (green bar)
80
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s=20 h=10

s=10 h=20

s=20 h=20

Both punishment and taking decisions are endogenous in our experimental design and
together imply a likelihood of legal error which depends on the treatment as displayed in
Figure 2.
Figure 2: Probability of legal errors of type II (blue bar) and type I (red bar)
70
60
50
40
30
20
10
0
s= 10 h=10

s=20 h=10

s=10 h=20

s=20 h=20

Figure 2 shows that the probability of legal error varies strongly across treatments and that
the two errors respond differently to the comparative statics regarding sanctions and the
harm level. For example, moving from the scenario (s=10, h=10) to (s=20, h=10) brings about
11

a strong increase in the probability of wrongful acquittals and a decrease in the probability
of wrongful convictions. This is in line with the predictions of the model by Andreoni (1991)
where the differences are due to higher (intrinsic) costs of a type I error for the legal
decision‐maker when the exogenous sanction is higher. However, a similar result cannot be
found for the high harm level. All in all, Figure 2 shows that the probability for a wrongful
acquittal is, in most treatments, higher than the probability for a wrongful conviction. This
differs from the finding by Sonnemans and van Dijk (2012) that errors are biased toward
wrongful convictions.

To understand what influences the probability of error, we turn to a regression analysis
(Table 3). For the low‐harm baseline, the probability of an error of type II (i.e., a wrongful
acquittal) is significantly higher when the sanction is high, confirming the impression from
the descriptive analysis above and in line with Andreoni (1991). However, also paralleling
the descriptive analysis, this impact of a higher sanction is not present when the level of
harm is high. The probability of an error of type I (i.e., a wrongful conviction) is not
significantly affected by the aspects of the case. Intuitively, the probability of error is
decreasing in the precision of the signal.
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Table 3: Tob
bit regressionss for error pro
obabilities of types
t
I and II

Notes: Th
he dependentt variable is defined as the probability th
hat taking poiints will not bbe punished (e
error type
II) or as tthe probabilitty that a player A who did not take points will be pu
unished (errorr type I). Fine
e high and
Harm hig
gh are dumm
my variables. High precisioon is a dumm
my variable that is equal to one when
n the urn
composittion is either (1)
( or (2). t‐va
alues in parenntheses; stand
dard errors clu
ustered at thee group‐level; *** 0.01,
** 0.05, * 0.10 significcance level.

Next, w
we explore the
t standarrd of proof used by third parties. Since the leevel of punishment
is exogeenously giveen, third paarties only cchoose whe
ether or not to punish. Table 4 sho
ows that
the asp
pects of thee case do not significaantly influen
nce player C’s probabiility of punishment
(regresssions are ru
un separately for the siignal of a bllack and a white
w
ball). This is align
ned with
the legal concept of proof beyond a reeasonable doubt
d
that emphasizes
e
s solely evid
dentiary
quality.. Importanttly, individu
ual punishm
ment decisions clearly exhibit thee in dubio pro reo
principlle. A high‐‐precision signal signnificantly in
ncreases (d
decreases) the likelih
hood of
punishm
ment for a black (white) ball. Players C in our exxperiment aare thus primarily
p
concern
ned about the
t quality of the evid ence, and less about the
t circumsstances of the case.
Intuitiveely, playerss C who believe that m
many playerrs A take po
oints are moore likely to
o punish
even w
when they observe
o
a white
w
ball. The measu
ure of playyer C’s morral expectations of
others cannot exp
plain punishment deccisions. We can compare our reesults to those put
d by Feess et al. (201
14) who connsider thre
ee sanction levels in t heir within‐subject
forward
analysiss. In line with the find
dings in ourr study, the
ey find no significant
s
ddifference between
b
the pun
nishment probabilitiess for the low
w and the medium sa
anction leveel but indicate that
their higgh sanction
n level leadss to a signifiicant decreaase in the punishment probabilityy.
13

Table 4: Probbit estimates of
o punishmentt

Notes: Th
he dependentt variable is eq
qual to one w
when player C choses punish
hment for thee given color of
o the ball.
Fine high
h and Harm high are dumm
my variables. High precision is a dummy
y variable thatt is equal to one
o when
the urn ccomposition iss either (1) or (2). Belief takking is the shaare of players A who take aaccording to the beliefs
of playerr C. Marginal effects; z‐values in parenntheses; stand
dard errors clustered at thhe individual‐level; ***
0.01, ** 00.05, * 0.10 siignificance levvel.

Another key questtion is how potential vviolators be
ehave underr evidentiarry uncertain
nty. This
is studieed in Rizzollli and Stancca (2012) foor exogenously specifie
ed error proobabilities. Column
1 of Taable 5 show
ws for our setup thatt higher evidentiary quality deteers taking. In
I other
words, evidentiaryy uncertaintty that resuults in a high probabilitty of legal eerrors (see Table 3)
deteriorates deterrrence (as argued in thheoretical co
ontributions such as P olinsky and
d Shavell
Also, there is more takking when pplayers A exxpect to receive punishhment even when a
2007). A
white b
ball is draw
wn. One keyy issue of tthe literature on law enforcemennt is the de
eterrent
effect o
of punishment. Interestingly, wee find that a higher le
evel of the sanction does
d
not
producee additionaal deterrencce. This conncurs with recent empirical eviddence for Germany
G
(Entorf and Spengler 2015) but stands inn sharp con
ntrast to exp
perimental findings byy Friesen
(2012) who used fixed
f
detecction probabbilities. In Feess
F
et al. (2014) takking rates decrease
d
only wh
hen the san
nction is raissed to its h ighest level. In the firsst column oof Table 5 we
w find a
(weaklyy) significant negative effect
e
of a hhigh harm level on the
e taking proobability wh
hich may
14

indicatee moral co
oncerns. Disstinguishingg the casess with a lo
ow and a hhigh harm level in
column
ns 2 and 3 of Table 5, we findd that a higher sanction level eeven increaases the
probability of taking for a hiigh harm leevel, i.e., possibly legitimizes takking (the p‐‐value is
0.055). One interp
pretation iss that in suuch cases, law enforcement is s ufficiently strict to
crowd o
out moral concerns (ass in Schildbeerg‐Hörisch and Strassm
mair 2012).. Players A may
m feel
that taking pointss from playyer B is inaadequate behavior
b
when the levvel of social harm
therefro
om is high and the san
nction is low
w. Possibly,, such mora
al consideraations are crowded
c
out wheen the level of the sancction is morre in line wiith harm.11
Table 5: Prrobit estimate
es of taking

Notes: Th
he dependentt variable is equal
e
to one w
when player A choses to ta
ake points. Finne high and Harm
H
high
are dummy variables. High precisio
on is a dumm
my variable th
hat is equal to
o one when tthe urn comp
position is
o players C who
w punish w
when the ball color is
either (11) or (2). Beelief punish black/white is the share of
black/wh
hite accordingg to the belie
efs of player A
A. Marginal effects;
e
z‐valu
ues in parenthheses; standa
ard errors
clustered
d at the individ
dual‐level; *** 0.01, ** 0.005, * 0.10 significance level..

11

Using logit instead of
o probit does not significanntly affect anyy of the results in Tables 4 aand 5.
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4. Discussion and conclusion
This paper considers potential offenders’ and third‐party punishers’ response to evidentiary
uncertainty and how it is moderated by the facts of the case, namely the level of the
sanction and the level of harm. We rely on data from a laboratory experiment with a 2x2
between‐subject design. In our experiment, third‐party punishers respond strongly to the
quality of evidence, confirming in dubio pro reo. This is reassuring and contrasts with some
results obtained for peer punishment. The standard of proof used by third parties is
significantly related to neither the level of the sanction nor that of harm as required by the
legal understanding of proof beyond a reasonable doubt. However, our empirical analysis
establishes that the probability of a wrongful acquittal is increasing with the sanction level
when the level of harm is low. Potential violators also strongly respond to the quality of
evidence. Moreover, we find that the probability of taking decreases with the expected
punishment probability and a proxy of the individual’s moral concerns but not with the level
of the fine.

The standard of proof actually applied by individuals who (have to) take the position of
judicial decision‐makers is important in a number of settings. Understanding how it is
derived and how it changes with the circumstances is thus of great practical importance.
The present study makes a contribution to this field of inquiry but has its limitations. Our
participants are students (including law students), allowing for the possibility that
professionals decide differently (although the results by Sonnemans and van Dijk (2012) do
not point in this direction). Moreover, we consider a 2x2 design, allowing for the possibility
that different behavior would result at other sanction levels, for example. In summary, our
research presents a first piece of the puzzle and hopefully motivates further research.
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Supplementary Material
Translated version of the instructions for the treatment harm low and sanction low (h=10
and s=10)

General explanations
Welcome to this economic experiment.
In the following pages, we explain how you can earn money from your decisions in this
experiment. Please read the instructions carefully. If you have any questions, please raise
your hand and we will come to your seat.
During the experiment, you are not allowed to talk to the other participants, use cell
phones, or start any programs on the computer. Disregarding any of these rules will lead to
your exclusion from the experiment and from all payments.
During the experiment, your gains and losses are counted in points instead of in Euros. Your
total income will be calculated in points first. At the end of the experiment, your total points
will be converted into Euros:
1 point=40 cents.
At the end of the experiment, you will receive the income that results from your decisions in
cash.
In the following section, we will describe the exact experimental procedure.

The experiment
Summary:
There are three roles in this experiment: A, B, and C. All participants receive the same
endowment of points. Participant A decides whether to take points from participant B.
Participant B is passive. Participant C can deduct points from player A (points that A would
receive for answering a post‐experiment questionnaire) without thereby gaining any points
and without being able to observe A’s choice. Participants A, B, and C then state their beliefs
about the behavior of other groups.
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After the experiment, you will be asked to complete a questionnaire. In addition to some
questions pertaining to the experiment, you will fill out a scientific questionnaire, for which
you will receive an additional 20 points.
Procedure in detail:
There are three roles in this experiment: A, B, and C. Your role will be communicated to you
via the screen before the experiment starts. You will not learn the identities of the other
participants in your group. Likewise, the participants in your group will not learn your
identity. Each group has real participants A, B, and C.
The experiment unfolds in four stages. In stage 1, only participant A makes a decision. In
stage 2, only participant C makes a decision. In stage 3, all participants (A, B, and C) make
decisions. Payoffs are assessed in stage 4.
Stage 1:
All participants receive an endowment of 20 points.
Participant A can decide whether or not to deduct 10 points from player B in order to gain 5
points.
Participant A’s decision also specifies from which urn a ball will be drawn in stage 4. There
are two urns containing 10 balls each. Urn BLACK is relevant if participant A deducts points
from participant B. Urn WHITE is relevant if participant A does not deduct points from
participant B. The number of black balls is weakly higher in urn BLACK than in urn WHITE.
The remaining balls are white. The possible compositions for urns BLACK and WHITE are laid
out in Table 1.
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Composition

Urn BLACK

Urn WHITE

(1)

10 black & 0 white balls

0 black & 10 white balls

(2)

9 black & 1 white balls

1 black & 9 white balls

(3)

8 black & 2 white balls

2 black & 8 white balls

(4)

7 black & 3 white balls

3 black & 7 white balls

(5)

6 black & 4 white balls

4 black & 6 white balls

(6)

5 black & 5 white balls

5 black & 5 white balls

Participant A makes the decision in stage 1 for all possible urn compositions. The payoff‐
relevant composition will be determined in stage 4 by a random mechanism.
Stage 2:
In stage 2, participant C can deduct 10 points from player A’s compensation for filling out
the questionnaire. Participant C does not gain points thereby, but neither does the
deduction cost participant C any points. Participant C can decide on this potential
punishment contingent on the color of the ball drawn and the applicable composition of the
urns BLACK and WHITE. Participant C does not observe participant A’s decision in stage 1.
The color of the ball can inform participant C about whether or not participant A has
deducted points from player B:


When composition (1) applies, there are only black balls in urn BLACK and only white
balls in urn WHITE. Knowing that a black ball was drawn means knowing that urn
BLACK was relevant. (Urn BLACK is only relevant when participant A deducted points
from participant B.) As a result, participant C knows participant A’s choice when
composition (1) applies.



When composition (6) applies, urns BLACK and WHITE both contain 5 black balls and
5 white balls. As a result, knowing the color of the ball allows participant C no
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inference about whether or not participant A deducted points from participant B in
stage 1.


For compositions (2)‐(5), the probability of observing a black ball is higher when
participant A deducted points from participant B than when no points were taken.
When composition (2) applies, observing a black ball indicates participant A’s taking
with relatively little uncertainty; however, this uncertainty steadily increases for
compositions (3)‐(5).

In addition to the color of the ball, the general expectation about participants A deducting
points from participants B influences the assessment of whether or not participant A did in
fact deduct points from participant B. The following examples are intended to convey the
relative importance of these two factors to you.
Table 2: Conditional probabilities when player C has the prior that 20% of all players A deduct points
Probability that player A took points
from player B if …

Probability that player A did not take
points from player B if …

a black ball is
drawn

a black ball is
drawn

a white ball is
drawn

a white ball is
drawn

Urn B: 10 black and 0 white balls

100%

0%

0%

100%

69%

3%

31%

97%

50%

6%

50%

94%

37%

10%

63%

90%

27%

14%

73%

86%

20%

20%

80%

80%

Urn W: 0 black and 10 white balls
Urn B: 9 black and 1 white balls
Urn W: 1 black and 9 white balls
Urn B: 8 black and 2 white balls
Urn W: 2 black and 8 white balls
Urn B: 7 black and 3 white balls
Urn W: 3 black and 7 white balls
Urn B: 6 black and 4 white balls
Urn W: 4 black and 6 white balls
Urn B: 5 black and 5 white balls
Urn W: 5 black and 5 white balls
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Table 3: Conditional probabilities when player C has the prior that 80% of all players A deduct points
Probability that player A took points
from player B if …

Probability that player A did not take
points from player B if …

a black ball is
drawn

a black ball is
drawn

a white ball is
drawn

a white ball is
drawn

Urn B: 10 black and 0 white balls

100%

0%

0%

100%

97%

31%

3%

69%

94%

50%

6%

50%

90%

63%

10%

37%

86%

73%

14%

27%

80%

80%

20%

20%

Urn W: 0 black and 10 white balls
Urn B: 9 black and 1 white balls
Urn W: 1 black and 9 white balls
Urn B: 8 black and 2 white balls
Urn W: 2 black and 8 white balls
Urn B: 7 black and 3 white balls
Urn W: 3 black and 7 white balls
Urn B: 6 black and 4 white balls
Urn W: 4 black and 6 white balls
Urn B: 5 black and 5 white balls
Urn W: 5 black and 5 white balls

Participant C decides for all urn compositions. The composition of the payoff‐relevant urn will be
determined in stage 4 by a random mechanism.

Stage 3:
In stage 3, all participants specify their beliefs about the behavior of other participants.
Specifically, participants are asked to specify how many participants A have decided to
deduct points from their respective participant B for a given urn composition, and how
many participants C punish for a given urn composition and color of the ball. As a result,
there are three expectations for each urn composition. One composition will be selected by
a random mechanism. You will receive 4 points for each correct expectation.
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Stage 4:
A random mechanism chooses the urn composition. Participant A’s choice for this urn
composition becomes payoff‐relevant and assigns whether urn BLACK or WHITE applies.
Another random mechanism draws a black or a white ball according to the number of balls
in the urn. Participant C’s choice is implemented accordingly.

After the conclusion of the first experiment, a second experiment starts. This experiment is
not related to the first one and will be explained to you on the screen. In this second
experiment, your decision will be relevant to your payoff only. At the end of today’s session,
you will fill out a questionnaire for which you will receive 20 additional points. You will
receive your payoffs after you have completed the questionnaire.

At the end of the experiment, all participants will receive their income in cash. Please raise
your hand if you have any questions. One of the experimenters will come to you to answer
them.

Below, you will find some test questions. Please raise your hand when you have answered
all the questions. The experiment will start when all participants have answered all the
questions.

Test questions
How many additional points does participant A obtain by deducting 10 points from
participant B?
____________
How many additional points does participant C obtain by deducting 10 points from
participant A?
____________
Is the color of the ball more informative for participant C with regard to the behavior of
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participant A when composition (2) applies (where urn BLACK has 9 black balls and 1 white
one, and urn WHITE has 1 black ball and 9 white ones) than when composition (3) applies
(where urn BLACK has 8 black balls and 2 white ones, and urn WHITE has 2 black balls and 8
white ones)?
Yes: _____________ No: ____________
When urn BLACK contains 5 black and 5 white balls and urn WHITE contains 5 black and 5
white balls, is the color of the ball informative for participant C?
Yes: _____________ No: ____________
When urn BLACK contains 10 black and 0 white balls and urn WHITE contains 0 black and 10
white balls, is the color of the ball informative for participant C?
Yes: _____________ No: ____________
What is the conditional probability that participant A has deducted points from participant B
when the ball is black and composition (2) applies (i.e., urn BLACK contains 9 black balls and
1 white ball, and urn WHITE contains 1 black ball and 9 white balls), when participant C’s
prior is that …
20% of all participants A deduct points from participant B: _________________
80% of all participants A deduct points from participant B: _________________

What is the conditional probability that participant A has not deducted points from
participant B when the ball is black and composition (4) applies (i.e., urn BLACK contains 7
black balls and 3 white balls, and urn WHITE contains 3 black balls and 7 white balls), when
participant C’s prior is that …
20% of all participants A deduct points from participant B: _________________
80% of all participants A deduct points from participant B: _________________
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